June 8, 2021

First Quarter 2021
Earnings Results

Forward-Looking Statements and Non-GAAP Financial Measures
This presentation contains forward-looking statements that involve substantial risks and uncertainties. All statements, other than statements of historical facts, contained in this presentation, including statements
regarding the Company’s strategy, future operations, future financial position, future revenues, projected costs, prospects, plans and objectives of management, are forward-looking statements. The words “anticipate,”
“believe,” “continue,” “could,” “estimate,” “expect,” “intend,” “may,” “might,” “plan,” “potential,” “predict,” “project,” “should,” or “would,” or the negative of these terms, or other comparable terminology are intended
to identify forward looking statements, although not all forward-looking statements contain these identifying words. The Company may not actually achieve the plans, intentions or expectations disclosed in these
forward-looking statements, and you should not place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements. Actual results or events could differ materially from the plans, intentions and expectations disclosed in these
forward-looking statements. In addition, the forward-looking statements included in this presentation represent the Company’s views as of the date of this presentation. The Company anticipates that subsequent events
and developments will cause its views to change. However, while the Company may elect to update these forward-looking statements at some point in the future, it specifically disclaims any obligation to do so. These
forward-looking statements should not be relied upon as representing the Company’s views as of any date subsequent to the date of this presentation.
This presentation also contains estimates and other statistical data made by independent parties and by the Company relating to market size and other data about the Company’s industry. This data involves a number of
assumptions and limitations, and you are cautioned not to give undue weight to such data and estimates. In addition, projections, assumptions and estimates of the Company’s future performance and the future
performance of the markets in which the Company operates are necessarily subject to a high degree of uncertainty and risk. Although the Company believes that the consulted third party sources are reliable, the
Company cannot guarantee the accuracy or completeness of this information, and has not independently verified this information. Furthermore, new risks and uncertainties arise from time to time, and it is impossible for
the Company to predict those events or how they may affect the Company. If any of these trends, risks or uncertainties actually occurs or continues, the Company’s business, revenue and financial results could be
harmed, the trading prices of its securities could decline and you could lose all or part of your investment. All forward-looking statements attributable to the Company or persons acting on its behalf are expressly qualified
in their entirety by this cautionary statement.
This presentation contains non-GAAP financial measures relating to our performance. You can find the reconciliation of these measures to the most directly comparable GAAP financial measure in the Appendix at the end
of this presentation. The non-GAAP financial measures disclosed by the Company should not be considered a substitute for, or superior to, the financial measures prepared in accordance with GAAP. Please refer to the
notes to reconciliation of non-GAAP financial measures in FTC Solar’s quarterly earnings release for a detailed explanation of the adjustments made to the comparable GAAP measures, the ways management uses the
non-GAAP measures, and the reasons why management believes the non-GAAP measures provide investors with useful supplemental information.
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First Quarter Highlights
Doubled revenue year-over-year to $65.7 million
Secured first sales of new SunPath performance enhancement software product
Awarded two international projects - Australia
Added over $280 million to executed contracts and awarded orders YTD*, including $55 million since IPO
Closed IPO adding $181 million to our debt-free balance sheet

* Includes amounts included in first quarter reported revenue. Subtracting the amounted included in first quarter revenue, the new balance is $326 million, with $159 million remaining for expected 2021 delivery and $167 million for 2022 delivery.
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Growing Solar Demand Drives Revenue Expansion

Source: Wood Mackenzie Global PV Outlook 1Q 2021.
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Differentiated Product Impacts Customer Cost and Performance
Two-in-Portrait (2P) Tracker Advantages
 Improved bifacial energy yield

Reduced Part
Count
•
•
•

•

Up to 45% fewer
connection points

 Fewer labor hours
 Scale cost benefit

Source: FTC Estimates.

Industry-Leading
Install Speed

Unique 4 string
architecture

•

•

Up to 25% less wiring

•

•

Higher bifacial energy
capture

 Fewer labor hours
 Higher output

 Higher panel density

+

Direct Current (“DC”)
Collections Advantage

Up to 56% fewer
foundations per MW

Lower steel content
(15% less)

 Increased design flexibility

•

Lean assembly, fewer
tools, fewer connections
Patented self-aligning
panel hanging
~40% faster
installation

 Fewer labor hours

 Better site accessibility

High Slope
Tolerance

Performance
Software

•

Terrain flexibility

•

•

Maximize number of
rows

Custom-tailored for
each site

•

•

Tolerant of up to a
17.5% grade

Backtracking &
diffused light

•

Up to 6% higher yield

 Fewer labor hours
 Avoids land grading

 Higher output
 Lower LCOE
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Multiple Growth Drivers for Further Upside

Market and Sector
Tailwinds

Fossil fuels → solar energy

Broaden and Deepen
Customer Relationships

+

New U.S. customers

Expand Value
per Unit

+

Build on software offerings

Growth with existing U.S.
customers

Develop new products and
services
Explore M&A opportunities

Monofacial → bifacial

New international
customers

Market Drivers

Share Drivers

Fixed-tilt → trackers
1P tracker → 2P trackers
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Increase Operating
Leverage from Scale

+

Scalable corporate
infrastructure in place
Grow in low-cost regions
Achieve purchasing
leverage

Unit Economic Drivers

=

Long-term
Sustainable
Income & FCF
Growth

Solar input pricing continues to increase
$/Ton

Steel

$/Container

(Hot Rolled Coil by Export Port)

7
Freight

(Baltic Index China/East Asia – NAMR East Coast)

FTC IPO

FTC IPO

Up 19% since IPO

$/Kg

Polysilicon

Up 18% since IPO

% Change
FTC IPO

Up 49% since IPO

Sources: Steel – Fastmarkets.com; Freight - Freightos (Baltic Index; Polysilicon – PV-Infolink; Modules – Singapore Solar Exchange.

Modules

(SSX Morning Ray Spot)

Up 18% since IPO

FTC IPO

FTC Solar’s Response to current market conditions
Commodity Cost
Steel costs fixed at or prior to customer purchase order

Product Cost Roadmap
Good progress on our cost structure reduction pillars

No long-term contracts without secured steel pricing

•

Design to Value (DTV) component cost reductions

Project pricing reflective of current steel costs

•

Procurement initiatives to reduce manufacturing costs

Implemented innovative shipping solution to reduce costs

•

High Volume manufacture to drive procurement leverage

Steel / Logistics capacity secured for majority of 2H’21 demand

Balance Sheet
$181M cash addition from IPO
Debt-free balance sheet

Software Revenue
Expansion of SunPath software product sales
Secured first orders
Independent third-party engineering validations complete
High customer value and potential attach rate
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Q1 Financial Performance
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Outlook
$ mil., except per share
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Q2 2021 Outlook

Total Revenue

$41.0- $46.0

Non-GAAP Operating Expenses

$9.5 - $10.5

Non-GAAP Net Income
Based on current visibility, we believe:
• Second quarter will be the low point for the year from which we’ll grow
• Third quarter revenue will grow meaningfully vs. Q2, with progress toward
profitability on a non-GAAP Net Income basis
• Fourth quarter revenue will continue to grow in a healthy manner, with expectation
that will achieve profitability on a non-GAAP Net Income basis
• Expect to grow faster than market, remain encouraged by growth in pipeline and
executed contracts and awarded orders

($17.3 – $10.4)

Q&A

Appendix

Reconciliation of Non-GAAP Gross Margin and Operating Expense
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Reconciliation of Non-GAAP Operating Income
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Reconciliation of Non-GAAP Net Income
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Notes to Reconciliations of Non-GAAP Financial Measures
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